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The microbiome: a hype or 
of real importance for the

field of infectious diseases?



Coopersmith, Intensive Care Med, 2018



“In order to restore the microbiome after antibiotic treatment or to
promote a functional microbiome, novel strategies should be evaluated
such as FMT and the use of probiotics..”
Is this a hype or of real importance for patients with sepsis?

Rello, Clin Microbiol Infect, 2018



Harris, OFID, 2017

- Microbiome basics: rapid review

- Composition and function of the
microbiome in sepsis

- Therapeutic manipulation of the
microbiome in sepsis

- Future perspective



Microbiome basics



• Fetuses in utero sterile, developtment of fingerprint in first 2 years (40-50% via parents, remainder lifestyle).

• Adults gut microbiota: ~1014 microorganisms

• ~1000 different bacterial species, dominant phyla:

Composition of the gut microbiome



Sekirov I, Physiol Rev, 2010

Composition of the gut microbiome is dependent 
on anatomy and age  



Falony, Science, 2016

Composition of the normal gut microbiome.. if it exists.. 
And what does influence its composition? 



1000 drugs
40 gut bacteria

Maier, Nature, 2018

• 24% of non-antibiotic drugs inhibited the growth of ≥1 bacterial strain: metformin, PPI and antipsychotics

• Are associations found between a certain disease and gut microbiome composition caused by the drugs 
used for that disease? 

• How does metformin work for diabetes? By changing the gut microbiome? 

• Can the use of certain non-antibiotic drugs also induce antibiotic resistance?



• Metabolism
• Fermenting unused energy substrates
• Synthesis of nutrients, vitamins and metabolites

• Development of immune system

• Defence against pathogens
• Competition for nutrients and space with pathogens
• Production of bacteriocins
• Induction of antimicrobials and mucus production
• Systemic effect on distant immune effector cells

The gut microbiota as an organ: functions

Schuijt, Trends Microbiol, 2013; Garrett, Nat Rev Gastroenterol Hepatol, 2017



Influence of antibiotics?



Blaser M, Nature, 2012; Blaser, Science, 2016 



• A simple course of antibiotics can change the composition of the gut microbiome fast
and profound.. usually takes months to recover.  

• Of note, also bacterial species which are not intrinsically sensitive for a given antibiotic
can be wiped out because of many bacterial species depend on each other. For instance
vancomycin will also lead to depletion of  Gram-negative bacteria. 

The influence of antibiotics

Dethlefsen, PNAS, 2010; Perez-Cobas, Gut, 2013



Haak, J Antimicrob Chemother, 2019



The microbiome in sepsis



Composition of the microbiome in criticall illness

Zaborin, mBio, 2014; McDonald, mSphere, 2016; Lankelma, Intensive Care Med, 2017



High interindividual diversity in fecal microbiota composition at the 
phylum level in both septic and non-septic critically ill patients.

16S rRNA gene sequencing Wageningen - Lankelma, Intensive Care Med, 2017



High interindividual diversity in fecal microbiota composition at the 
genus level in both septic and non-septic critically ill patients.



The critically ill microbiome: loss of diversity and 
overgrowth of opportunistic pathogens

Lankelma, Intensive Care Med, 2017; Jacobs, Curr Opin Crit Care, 2017



What are the causes of the observed
microbiome disruption in sepsis?



Causes and
consequences of 

microbiota 
disruption in 

sepsis

Haak/Wiersinga, Lancet Gastroenterol Hepatol, 2017

Dysbiosis in sepsis 
linked to AKI, 

ARDS, 
encephalopathy

and muscle
weakness



What is the function of the gut 
microbiome in sepsis? 



LUNG PATHOLOGY

Control Microbiota depleted

Deshmukh, Nat Med, 2014; Schuijt, Gut, 2015



Could one therapeutically manipulate the 
gut microbiome in sepsis? 



Potential microbiota-associated interventions 
prior to, during and post-sepsis

Jeffrey Gordon

Haak, Frontiers Immunol, 2018

Prevention During sepsis Post sepsis



Panigrahi, Nature, 2017

• Double-blind, placebo-controlled RCT trial among 4556 infants:          
>2,000g at birth, >35 wks of gestation, no sepsis/comorbidity

• Intervention: oral Lactobacillus plantarum + fructooligosaccharide or 
placebo in first week of life

• Primary outcome: combination of sepsis + death in first 60 days of life

• Study terminated halfway to target enrolment size: interim results 
convincingly in favour of synbiotic preparation

Harnessing the microbiome in sepsis: prevention



Panigrahi, Nature, 2017

• Double-blind, placebo-controlled RCT trial among 4556 infants:          
>2,000g at birth, >35 wks of gestation, no sepsis/comorbidity

• Intervention: oral Lactobacillus plantarum + fructooligosaccharide or 
placebo in first week of life

• Primary outcome: combination of sepsis + death in first 60 days of life

• Study terminated halfway to target enrolment size: interim results 
convincingly in favour of synbiotic preparation

• The week-long treatment costs US$1 with a NNT of 27: the investment 
needed to prevent one sepsis case is about $27

Harnessing the microbiome in sepsis: prevention

9%

5.4%

p < 0.001



Suez, Cell, 2018

Probiotics perturb rather than aid in
microbiota recovery back to baseline
after antibiotic treatment in humans.



Yelin, Nat Med, 2019

• Surveillance study among 22,000 ICU patients at Boston 
Children’s Hospital 

• Lactobacillus bacteremia diagnosed in 6 of 522 ICU patients 
(1.1%) receiving LGG-containing probiotics compared to only 
2 of 21,652 ICU patients (0.009%) not receiving the LGG 
probiotic 

• L. rhamnosus GG strains can directly cause bacteremia and 
adaptively evolve in critically ill patients becoming antibiotic 
resistant



Abbasi, JAMA, 2019



Fecal Microbiota Transplantation for sepsis?

Li, Am J Gastroenterol, 2015; Li, Crit Care, 2015; Wei, Crit Care, 2016

Harnessing the microbiome in sepsis: during sepsis



Tosh, Clin Infect Dis, 2012; Alagna, Intensive Cate Med, 2019

• Restore the microbiome, e.g. use “microbiome auto-banking and transplantation”

Harnessing the microbiome post sepsis



Huttner, Clin Microbiol Infect, 2019; Kuijper, Clin Microbiol Infect, 2019

Harnessing the microbiome post sepsis



DeFilipp, New Engl J Med, 2019

July 2020: FDA Safety Alert for FMT



What lies ahead?

Proctor, Nature, 2019



Future perspective on fecal microbiota transplantation

Youngster, JAMA, 2014; Buffie, Nature, 2015; Kim, Nature, 2019 

• Rational design of targeted antimicrobials, b.v. C. scindens for C. difficile infectie
• Next-generation probiotics to reestablish colonization resistance and eliminate potential gut pathogens



• Sepsis is characterized by a loss of the anaerobic intestinal environment which is directly correlated with an 
overgrowth of aerobic pathobionts and their corresponding bacteriophages as well as an absolute enrichment of 
opportunistic yeasts capable of causing invasive disease

What about the other kingsdoms? 
The virome, fungiome, parasitome..

Jeffrey Gordon

Haak, mSystems, 2021



Take home: the gut microbiome in sepsis

• Highly heterogeneous patterns of intestinal microbiome in patients with sepsis 
with a significant decrease in bacterial diversity 

• Protective effect of the gut microbiome in mouse models of sepsis

• Limitations: differences in techniques, sampling, time points, a mouse is not a 
man.., role of the other microbiomes!

• How to use this novel knowledge to the advantage of patients in the setting of the 
prevention and treatment of sepsis? 



Thank you!

w.j.wiersinga@amsterdamumc.nl

Sepsis research group Amsterdam UMC

Haak, Lancet Gastroenterol Hepatol, 2017

Further reading:  


